AERI 2010

Tenure Package (Research, Service, and Teaching Statements)

When: Monday, 6/21
Part I - 1:30 - 3:00 pm
Part II - 3:30 - 5:00 pm

Where: Great Lakes South

Abstract:

All tenure-track Junior Faculty at AERI are invited to participate in a workshop on "Creating the Tenure Package". In order to participate everyone must submit the following materials by June 11th, 2010 to Helen Tibbo: tibbo at email dot unc dot edu
1. Outlines/drafts of teaching, service, and research statements for either a 3rd year review or tenure 2. CVs 3. Your institution's guidelines for tenure and promotion
The first part of the workshop will be spent discussing the tenure process in general, dissecting institutional guidelines, and the role of the 3rd year review.

Participants will then review and provide feedback to each other on the teaching, service, and research statements submitted. The idea is to learn from one another and the convener who has reviewed multiple tenure packages. Seeing other peoples' materials will help you to contextualize your own in the vast sea of possibilities. The workshop will end with a review of CVs and the VERY IMPORTANT process of identifying your external letter writers.

Convenor:

Helen R. Tibbo (North Carolina)
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